
THE RETURN OF CHRIST 
An exposition of Revelation 21:1-8 

at West Hills Evergreen on date 

INTRODUCTION: 

PROBLEM: we all make decisions in the present based on what we expect to happen in the 
future. It’s simply a matter of which future you are living for. It might be a short term or a long 
term future…like living in your marriage for the next 5 minutes or living for the next 5 years. 
some people think that they aren’t planners who hope for the future but instead just fly by the 
seat of their pants but I can assure you that is almost never the case. People always have hope for 
a future that could one day be it’s just that the hope of what is possible in the next five minutes 
vastly outweighs the value of that future. 
 You might be living today with the expectation of a happy future or a bleak future…like 
working hard to graduate college and get a job…or having graduated, you now find yourself in a 
job that you hate, with no prospects of getting out…and no expectation that things will ever 
change. Whether you think you have a happy future or a bleak future…you will make decisions 
in the present based on what you expect from the life ahead of you. 
 Some of us look into our future and decide that we want to live for meaningful things…or 
perhaps not so meaningful things. Like sacrificing monetary gain so you can be present with 
your kids….or sacrificing your presence with your kids so you can increase your monetary gain. 
You might be living for worthwhile things, or not so worthwhile thigs, ultimate things or not so 
ultimate things…things that when you get to the end of your life you will be glad you spent your 
years pursuing that future hope…or things that will fill u with regret at the end of your life. But 
here is my point: all of us are acting today on the basis of what kind of future we hope lies 
in front of us…and the only question to ask ourselves is: is this a wise pursuit or a foolish 
pursuit…a worthwhile hope for the future or a not so worthwhile hope for the future…if I 
get the thing I’m living for will I be ultimately glad? Or will i get to the end and be filled 
with regret. 
 In the english classic Pilgrims progress…the character Christian is called to live his life 
on a constant journey toward the celestial city…the glorious promises of God. And he endures 
many people in the way of his pilgrimage who have turned back because they felt like it was too 
difficult or the cost was too great. There were some who turned off the way because they felt that 
they had found a better way that led to a better city than the one promised by God. But as 
Christian continues in the way of life on his journey towards God’s city he is granted glimpses of 
it from a great distance. And this does two things…it strengthens Christian in his resolve to keep 
going because He can see that the city is there…and it encourages him as he continues getting 
closer because the city becomes clearer to his vision…and the clearer the city becomes to his 
vision…the more beautiful and glorious the city appears to be. Today I want to glimpse our city. 

MAIN POINT: the future promised by God is greater than anything you can imagine, so live for 
nothing less 



SETTING THE CONTEXT: The book of Revelation is a unique book in the bible in that it 
doesn’t present truth to us in the ways we are most familiar. The book of Genesis is a book of 
stories composed in narrative form, which are meant to teach the people of God about who God 
was…who they were and why that had profound implications for their life. We have many things 
in our culture that are just like that. When you read the letters of Paul you are engaging with 
letters of encouragement, teaching or rebuke written by an apostle to a specific congregation in a 
specific place and a specific time. Again…a form of written communication we are all familiar 
with. But when you get to the book of Revelation you come to a form of literature unlike 
anything in English lit…called apocalyptic. In apocalyptic, the truth is not in the particular 
details of the story or carefully reasoned paragraphs. The truth is communicated through 
symbols and heavenly imagery and, the truth is comm through what these things represent. It 
conveys numerous Old Testament ideas and pictures and weaves them together in a composite 
way that the author expects the 1st century readers to be able to understand. 
 But because this is a form of communication we are not familiar with…and a form that 
has no close analogy in our own culture it just seems bizarre and strange and incomprehensible. 
But ya know…when you start trying to understand the book on it’s own terms and from the 
perspective of it’s own genre…a lot of the problems with interpretation becomes  lot less 
significant. It’s not that everything becomes simple…but the central message becomes clear. God 
is going to judge the world but until that happens there will be tribulation that God’s people must 
overcome. The only way they will be able to overcome is by the blood of the Lamb and the word 
of their testimony. The book of Revelation looks at the world from the perspective of heaven and 
says…the church is struggling…their will be pressure to abandon your confession from inside 
and out…but hold fast to your faith…because the King is coming soon, not only to judge but sav 
 The dragon…the devil…will use different kinds of pressure to destroy faith. Sometimes 
he will use beast-like figures whose aim will be to destroy God’s church through violent and 
physical persecution like we see in the middle east and parts of India today. Other times…he will 
use a false-prophet type figure whose goal will be to deceive you into exchanging the worship of 
the true God for the worship of the gods of the fallen world system. And finally, and perhaps 
most dangerous there is the babylon prostitute figure. Whose goal isn’t to scare you out of your 
faith…or deceive you out of your faith…her goal is to woo you away…she entices the nations 
Revelation says with a golden cup full of abominations and the impurities of her sexual 
immoralities. She is like a spider who has baited a trap with the promise of pleasure…but if you 
touch it you will become ensnared and she will consume you.  
 But here is what Rev is teaching: if you properly understand the future that God is 
bringing to pass…you will be able to endure anything in the present. Christ promises to 
come and pour judgement on these characters and those who are led astray by them. But on the 
other side of that coin he promises future glory to all who overcome them by the blood of the 
Lamb and by refusing to deny the confession that Jesus is Lord…not the beast…Jesus is the 
truth…not the false prophet…Jesus is the ultimate source of supreme pleasure and not the 
prostitute…not the sinful pleasures of the flesh. And today we are going to start at the end of the 
story…Christ has returned…the dead have been judged…death and the devil have been cast 
forever into the lake of fire and rather than the movie ending with the her and the girl riding off 



into the sunset…we get a good healthy glimpse into what their future holds…we get a good 
healthy glimpse into the glory of the next dawn…we get a good healthy glimpse of the future 
hope promised to us by God. Let’s humble our minds…open our hearts and hear from the word 
of the living God. 

READING: Revelation 21:1-8 [1] Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven 
and the first earth had passed away, and the sea was no more. [2] And I saw the holy city, new 
Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. 
[3] And I heard a loud voice from the throne saying, “Behold, the dwelling place of God is with 
man. He will dwell with them, and they will be his people, and God himself will be with them as 
their God. [4] He will wipe away every tear from their eyes, and death shall be no more, neither 
shall there be mourning, nor crying, nor pain anymore, for the former things have passed away.” 
[5] And he who was seated on the throne said, “Behold, I am making all things new.” Also he 
said, “Write this down, for these words are trustworthy and true.” [6] And he said to me, “It is 
done! I am the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and the end. To the thirsty I will give from 
the spring of the water of life without payment. [7] The one who conquers will have this heritage, 
and I will be his God and he will be my son. [8] But as for the cowardly, the faithless, the 
detestable, as for murderers, the sexually immoral, sorcerers, idolaters, and all liars, their portion 
will be in the lake that burns with fire and sulfur, which is the second death.” 

PRAYER - God I ask for myself that you would help me to simply get out of the way this 
morning and allow the beauty of your promises, the integrity of your promises, the stunning 
reality of this coming future to confront the people before me. Who have we in heaven but you, 
there is nothing on earth we desire besides you, our flesh and our hearts may fail but You are the 
strength of our hearts and out portion forever. Help us to hear with new ears. Help us to see with 
new eyes. Help us to believe with new faith, with more faith than we had yesterday for the glory 
of your great name, for the joy of all peoples, that your church in San Jose CA, might overcome 
by the blood of the lamb and the word of your testimony. Here am I to open my mouth in 
weakness…I ask that you would come and speak in demonstrations of your Spirit with power. 

ROAD MAP: 1.) the future that has been promised to us, 2.) the One who has made the promise, 
3.) how this calls us to respond today 

THE PROMISED FUTURE 
1. So let’s start by looking at verse 1. John says THEN IS SAW a new heaven and a new earth, 

for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away. This statement is set in balance with 
chapter 20 verse 11 when Christ returned to judge. 20:11 says Then I saw a great white 
throne and him who was seated on it. From His presence the earth and sky…or earth and 
heaven fled away and no place was found for them. 
1. The reason this is important is because these two visions at the end of chapter 20 and 

beginning of chapter 21 belong together. Chapter divisions in our bible are not part of the 
original biblical text. They were added much much much later for our convenience and 



I’m glad that they were. But this is another example of how two things that probably 
belong together can inadvertently feel divided by our artificial numbering system. 

2. When Christ returns in power for judgement in chapter 20 the first heaven and the first 
earth are driven away. But by using parallel language at the onset of both visions…John 
is trying to draw out that that is only the first side of the coin in this event. The other side 
of the coin is in Rev 21…then I saw a new heaven and new earth…for the first heaven 
and first earth had passed away and here we get a picture of glorious salvation. Here is 
my point…the coming of Christ is the coming of both SALVATION AND JUDGMENT 
together. They are two sides of the same coin. When Christ comes it’s not going to be 
scary if you have spent your life waiting for Him. You will not be struck with a sense of 
dread…you will be confronted with a sense of safety, joy and relief that is unlike 
anything you have ever felt in your entire life…if you have lived for Him in this life. Of 
course if you haven’t lived for Him in this life the opposite will be true. 

3. But of course this sermon today is for you who are living for him. Who are fighting to set 
your hope on His coming. 

2. So John says I saw a new heaven and a new earth…because the first heaven and earth had 
passed away. What does this mean. Well there are two words in greek for the word new…
sometimes they are used interchangeably but they are often used in slightly more specific 
ways. Those words are neos, and kainos. The word neos tends to emphasize newness in 
terms of time…something wasn’t and now it is it is brand new. Kainos on the other hand 
tends to emphasize quality. Like when someone makes a major life change for the positive 
and people say he’s a new man. It’s not that he’s a different person. IT’s not that he wasn’t 
and now he is…it’s that the fundamental qualities of his character have been transformed 
into something better. 
1. What we have in this text is the word kainos, the word that references quality. We can see 

that the first heaven and the first earth are no more…that is this present order. This world 
with it’s thorns and thistles and diseases and predators and it’s violence is gone…it is NO 
MORE…and where it once stood, there now stands a new place formed by God. A new 
place. A place that is qualitative better in every way than the place that was before it.  

2. Think toes digging into sand…think deep belly laughs…think good food with good 
friends…think the anticipation you feel at turning the page of a GREAT book…all of it 
made new…all of it made better…all of those experiences torn away from the things that 
were able to hamper your enjoyment of them.  

3. Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth for the first heaven and the first earth had passed 
away look back at the text…AND THE SEA WAS NO MORE 
1. I remember reading that as a new convert who loved surfing and I was like…bummer 

dude. But the idea that there will be no ocean is entirely not the point. In the Old 
Testament, the raging sea was a metaphor for evil and for the origin of evil. For instance 
in Isaiah 57:20 we read “the wicked are like the tossing sea; for it cannot be quiet, and 
it’s waters toss up mire and dirt. There is no peace, says my God for the wicked.” 

2. Or another example is in Daniel when he sees the vision of the four evil kingdoms who 
will oppress Israel represented by four descriptive beasts…and in his vision all four of 
them came up out of the sea. Likewise…in the book of Revelation…the beast who kills 



God’s people is said to come up from the sea…with all of it’s raging roiling disorder and 
chaos.  

3. But something that can be easy to miss is that there is another sea in the book of 
Revelation. There is a sea that surrounds the throne of God in Revelation chapter 4 and 
15. In chapter 4:6 it says and before the throne there was as it were a sea of glass like 
crystal. And around the throne on each side of the throne are four living creatures and so 
on. Do you hear the contrast. There is one sea that tosses up mire and dirt…but there is 
another sea that is like glass and like crystal in the presence of God. 

4. When we read in Rev 21 that the sea was no more we are not meant to think that God is 
going to arbitrarily dry up all the oceans so that pastor Josh will never get to surf again…
we are meant to think that the birthplace of evil…the doorway from which wickedness 
has poured into the world since the  fall has been closed forever…the handle has been 
broken off…and the hinges have been frozen with steel and concrete. Those things which 
brought sorrow and pain and death into the world have been driven away and they can 
NEVER EVER COME BACK…the sea was no more. That’s the first of 7 no more’s in 
chapters 21-22. 

5. So verse 1 tells us that when Christ returns, he will reform the entire natural order…the 
whole universe is going to be qualitatively better…and the possibility of anything ruining 
it will be NO MORE. Think about what that implies. No more fear of falling into sin. No 
more temptation. Can you imagine what it will be like to interact with each other without 
any fear that they might sin against you…or that you might sin against them? Loving one 
another with a pure and a holy and a perfect love that can never be corrupted? 

6. Let me stop and offer you a really helpful and a really brass tax application of these 
realities. When you are talking with other people in church…and they are confessing 
their struggles with sin to you…and the fight feels overwhelming, and discouraging and 
seeming like it will never get better…it’s important to remind each other…a day is 
coming when this fight will come to an end. When that sin will be definitely broken of 
it’s power…and it will be driven away with the first heaven and the first earth…and the 
possibility of it ever coming back will be over. Praise be to God. 

7. Now I recognize that I am literally still in the first verse…let’s start going a little bit 
faster. 

4. Verse 2: “And I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from 
God, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband.” What a sight. In the book of 
Revelation…John uses city imagery to represent communities of people. 
1. So in Revelation 18…the city of Babylon is described as a culture or a community that 

will be condemned. It is a culture marked by their love of sin…by selfishness and 
oppression and their hatred of God and God’s ways. And that culture is set in contrast 
with the culture of those who follow the lamb wherever he goes. Those who would rather 
die than disobey God or deny God’s word. 

2. And in Revelation 21 here…we see that culture represented with the name New 
Jerusalem…so there is a new heaven…a new earth and a new Jerusalem…kainos same 
word. Qualitatively better. 



3. And look what it says…she is holy…she is new…she is coming down out of heaven 
from God…she is prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. Let’s briefly look at these 
things. 

4. At this point in the vision I think it’s important to remember where we have come from. 
In Rev 2-3…Christ gives 7 messages to 7 local churches that are just like ours and he 
offers them warnings and promises about the future we are now beholding. And in 
Revelation 2-3 we saw that the churches were rife with conflict…that there was an 
onslaught of cultural compromise…there was false teaching…there was the certain threat 
of persecution for the faithful…and your like how are these struggling little churches 
going to survive in the face of the power of imperial Rome. And of course the answer is 
in chapters 4 and 5 when you see that God has authored the formation of these little 
churches and God is the one who will sustain them.  

5. But these struggling…striving…conflicted communities will not be that way forever. 
When Christ returns…all conflict will end. There will be no protestant or catholic…no 
anglican or orthodox…only those who loved the Lamb and held fast to the word of their 
testimony…made holy and new. Made righteous and better. There is not many cities 
there is one city. There are not many churches there is one church…there is One 
communion before God…made holy and new. 

6. And it says coming down out of heaven from God…the point here is that this holy and 
renewed people was not the result of the effort of man…this beautified glorified 
community came into being and was brought to ultimate salvation by the power and the 
grace of God and of the Lamb. I have said many times…that our church and our campus 
does not exist because of a man or the ideas of a men…we exist because of God and 
because of the gospel. This text is what I mean by that. Our existence is predicated up the 
grace of God giving new birth from heaven to each of us…God sustaining us in our walk 
with Christ unto the end…our existence as a church is predicated upon God’s promise to 
take us from where we are today with all of our weaknesses and strengths and transform 
us into the glorious image of verse 2.  

7. God’s goal is to make us holy and new…that is HIS goal for our church’s corporate 
life…is that YOUR GOAL for our church’s corporate life? The holiness and renewal of 
each person in this room and all of us together as a community. 

8. Finally he uses the image of in verse 2 of a bride adorned for her husband. Why does he 
use this imagery? I will tell you why…because in virtually every culture in every place 
since the beginning of time…the most beautiful a woman will ever look is on her 
wedding day. And John wants you to think of that as he describes God’s people 
descending from heaven in communion with God. They are as beautiful as they will ever 
be…they are as stunning as a bride on her wedding day. 

5. Please listen to me…when God shows John the future of the universe…he doesn’t start with 
streets of gold…or trees of healing or rivers of life. When God shows John the future he 
starts with the Church. He starts with His people, saved, beautified…glorified. It’s like the 
Lamb wants to start his description of glory with the thing of which He is the most proud…
my beautiful bride my beloved comunity…my precious church.  



1. Do you ever feel unattractive…or unwanted? Do you ever feel unappreciated…or 
unloved…you may feel like that today brother…or sister…but when this day comes…
when Christ returns…those feelings will be swallowed up by the Love of God for you. 
Christ will stand next to you, rejoicing over you with gladness and quieting you by his 
love…on that day he will exult over you with loud singing and the meaning of the word 
loneliness will shatter into a distant and incomprehensible memory 

6. John then hears a loud voice from heaven explaining what it is that he is looking at. Behold 
the dwelling place of God is WITH man. He will dwell WITH THEM, and they will be his 
people and God himself will be WITH THEM as their God. Do you hear the big idea their? 
New Jerusalem is a symbol, a picture…of God and His people dwelling together in love. 
1. I’ve said this many times before…and I hope I will say it a million times more. If there is 

one thing I pray you remember from my teaching it is this: what is it that makes the 
future beautiful…what is it that makes heaven desirable…what is the central thing about 
the new universe that is supposed to make our hearts skip like a calf at the thought of!?! 
GOD IS THERE. GOD IS THERE. GOD IS THERE. New Jerusalem is God with His 
people and people with their God…and nothing to ever separate them again. If you don’t 
understand why that is so so amazing…let’s keep reading. 

7. What happens when God is with His people…look down at verse 4. He wipes tears away 
from eyes…death shall be NORE MORE…neither shall there be mourning, nor crying, nor 
pain anymore, for the former things have passed away. 
1. Listen: your heart and your mind and your emotions and your desires are instruments that 

were built by God for God. We are told in Colossians 1 that all things were made through 
Christ and for Christ. The reason we have tears and mourning and death is because our 
sin has corrupted our use of these instruments. Our hearts and emotions and minds desire 
things that God says will harm us…and our apathetic towards things that God says will 
heal us…but when God comes…and sin and death are driven away…that reality will be 
no more. 

2. In God’s presence there is no more mourning, nor crying nor pain, nor tears nor death 
and the reason is that we finally have the thing that we have always ever actually wanted. 
Deep down…at the bottom of my heart is a love I desire from my spouse, a faithful love, 
a steadfast love…an unfaltering love an unfailing love. A love that no human being on 
planet earth will ever be able to really give me, as awesome as my wife is.  
1. What I really want is a perfect love that cannot fail and if I spend my life looking for 

it from my wife or if my wife spends her life looking for it from me she will have 
pain and mourning because frankly we are both human beings who continue to dwell 
in sinful flesh. We will let each other down…we will fail sometimes. But not God. 
God can love you with that kind of love. If you belong to Jesus Christ God does love 
you with that kind of love…and God wants to satisfy you with that kind of love and 
when you are finally delivered from the confusion and perversion of our fallen nature 
you WILL be satisfied with that kind of love. 

3. When Christ returns we will realize and fully comprehend that every desire of our heart, 
was meant to find it’s fulfillment in God Himself. When Christ returns…heaven and 
earth join together and become One…just as God and His people join together and 



become one. There is no more separation…there is no more division…we will see Him 
face to face and when we do God uses the most tender image we could ever imagine…he 
will wipe every tear from our eyes. Imagine me with one of my sons…consoling them 
after a bonk…and taking my hands and wiping their tears away with a big empathetic 
smile on my face…it’s okay son…are you going to be okay…and him looking up at me 
and smiling back and saying yeah… 

8. When we talk about the return of Christ THAT IS WHAT WE ARE SUPPOSED TO BE 
THINK OF…not a guy with a sign yelling on the street corner. We are supposed to think of 
the Lamb looking at us with His chest filled with delight and the good kind of pride over the 
bride….we are supposed to think of the Father like a tender parent…wiping every tear from 
our eyes…in love…and our hearts fully and completely enraptured at the incomprehensible 
joy of this event. 

This is the future that God has promised us. This is the hope we are meant to live for. This is the 
certain expectation you and I and everyone who loves God…is meant to order our present reality 
around. Don’t set half your hope on enjoying your winter vacation and half your hope on your 
glorious eternity with God. Set your hope fully on the grace of God that is to be revealed at the 
return of Christ and you will enjoy your winter break so much more. You wont be disappointed 
when things don’t go exactly right because this isn’t the new heavens an earth yet.  
God has promised us a new place…He promises to renew us…that we will be with Him 
forever…and to be with Him means that everything bad about our present condition is abolished 
and everything GOOD about our present condition, is purified, intensified and immortalized in 
the person of God Himself.  

Now I want to quickly close with my final two points who has promised us this…and how must 
we respond. Let’s now QUICKLY reflect on the One who has made this promise to us. 

THE PROMISER 
1. At the end of this description of the reality to come; God’s voice booms forth from the 

throne. saying in verse 5 “Behold, I am making ALL THINGS NEW”. Notice he doesn’t say 
I will make, he says I am making…as in right now apostle John. Just look around. It may not 
be obvious at first but if you look closely you will see God already at work in his church 
making people new.  
1. Making people new creations…setting drug addicts free from bondage…healing 

marriages from utter brokenness…putting orphans in homes…bringing reconciliation 
into situations which seem impossible to reconcile…He is making and will make. He is 
making things new now to give you a glimpse…just a distant look through the telescope 
of perspective…and be strengthened and encouraged to keep going towards this 
promised future. 

2. He then says write this down for these words are trustworthy and true. The only way we can 
put our hope in this kind of future is if the chances of it happening are really good right? We 
do someone else’ work today because we believe them that they will pay us tomorrow. We 
believe that they are trustworthy and their words are true. 



3. God says write this down for these words are trustworthy and true. And He said to me IT IS 
DONE! Now where have we heard that before? We have heard that at the cross of the Lord 
Jesus Christ. When Christ died…He died to save His people that He might bring us to God, 1 
Peter 3:18 says. When He died, He died to accomplish something. He didn’t die to make our 
future possible He died to make our future secure. 

4. What Jesus began at the cross, God brings to completion in the new heavens and the new 
earth. What God is making new at this very moment will be finally and ultimately renewed 
at the second coming of Christ. And as certain as our forgiveness is before God by the virtue 
of Christ’s work on the cross…so our future is certain by virtue of God’s Word promising 
this to us. After all look at who is speaking… 

5. He says I am the alpha and the omega the beginning and the end. The alpha and omega are 
the first and last letters of the greek alphabet. The beginning and the end are the first page 
and the last page of history. This figure of speech is called a merism. It is emphasizing two 
opposite ends of a pole in order to stress the totality of everything in between. God is saying 
I am the one who was hear before anything else existed and I  am the One who will be here 
will other lights fade…I am the everlasting One…the One who reigns as LORD over 
History. I am not bound by time…I am not in time or outside time I am with TIME… I AM 
the beginning and the end…I am in every moment the same way, I was there at your birth in 
the same way I was there at the birth of the mountains. 

6. And He says I am the one who is promising these things. The One who has authored destiny 
am promising you…that the future I will give to those who live faithful to me in this world…
is greater than anything you can possibly imagine. 

7. You are going to trust someone with your future…you can trust yourself and your own 
understanding…you can trust some other frail mortal creature made from dust who has 
convinced a small portion of humanity that he is smarter then them…or you can trust me…
the Most High God…whose love is perfect and never fails…whose power is incontestable…
and who has authored everything from the beginning to the end. And this brings us to the 
end…how will you respond. God leaves us with two simple options… 

8. Seek Him and live for Him and inherit this glorious reality…or reject him, his love and his 
reign and inherit the opposite. 

HOW MUST WE RESPOND 
1. God says in verse 6 To the thirsty I will give from the spring of the water of life without 

payment. The one who conquers will have this heritage, and I will be his God and he will be 
my son. But as for the cowardly, the faithless, the detestable, as for murderers the sexually 
immoral, sorcerers, idolaters, and all liars…their portion will be in the lake that burns with 
fire and sulfur, which is the second death. 

2. The image of thirst is looking back to Isaiah 55…when God calls those who hunger and 
thirst to come to him and be satisfied. What He is saying is if you live desiring me and this 
future I’m promising you…I will give you eternal life and it costs you nothing. In verse 7 he 
says if you hold fast to your faith until the end if you conquer…what John has just seen will 
be your inheritance…and He says I will be his God and He will be my son…that is firstborn 



inheritance language notice the transition to the singular…not they will be my people like we 
had before but He will be my son. 

3. Everything that God has given to Christ in glory we will receive in Him…He will love us 
with the same love He has for his own beloved Son. Rev 22 even says that we will reign with 
him…it’s unbelievable…and I think is meant to explode your theological categories. 

4. God is saying if you live for me today…this is your future. On the other hand verse 8…if 
you live for yourself in rejection of me your portion will be in the lake that burns with fire, 
the second death. This is the message Christ preached since the days he walked the earth…
embrace me…seek me and you will find me and I will give you everlasting life. Reject me, 
my death…my passion…my self-sacrificing love…and your destiny is darkness and death 
forever and ever. 

5. And now I want to ask you in the name of the alpha and the omega…in the name of the 
beginning and the end…what future are you living for. Are you ordering the actions of the 
present in light of eternity…or in light of the next 10 years…or the next 10 minutes? 
Whether you like this message or not…you have to appreciate that God at least makes it 
really simple. Live for Him today and embrace an eternity or of unprecedented pleasure…or 
live not for him and embrace an eternity of unprecedented pain. 

6. When Christ comes we will be filled with overflowing joy or utter terror depending on how 
we live today. And he is coming. Not how you lived yesterday. Not how you tell yourself 
you will live tomorrow…but how you live today…as long as it is called today. What future 
hope are you living for? 

7. Here is all I’ve tried to say today: the future promised by God is greater than anything you 
can possibly imagine, so live for nothing less 

COMMUNION: This table is one of the places in the world that heaven and earth have begun to 
intersect. As you sit there in your seats you are no doubt responding in your hearts to the word of 
God that has been preached. What I have just said about the future is not my promise to you it’s 
God’s promise, both the wonderful and the terrifying. And because the Word has been preached 
it will also have the effect that God has intended for it to accomplish. It is making all things 
new…dividing sin from righteousness…truth from error…and the church from the world. If you 
find yourself empty…and hungry…if you find yourself broken over your sins…or encouraged to 
pursue righteousness…this table stands as a sign…not just a memory…but a sign that Christ has 
come into the world…that He died for sinners…and that you are invited over and over again…
no matter how unworthy you might feel to come with repentance to this table and associate 
yourselves with the greatest gift of heaven…Jesus Christ Himself. To take the sign of his body 
broken for you and to eat freely…to take the sign of the blood of the convent that was shed for 
you and to take and drink it freely…because grace is not earned it’s freely given by the God who 
is the beginning and the end. 


